Boston Center Bulletin

DATE: September 8, 2020

EFFECTIVE DATE: September 10, 2020

SUBJECT: Atlantic Coast Route September 10, 2020 Implementation

INFORMATION: On September 10, 2020 the ACR group will publish a new set of Q-routes. The routes will be NOTAM’d out of service until November 5th. The delay allows the airlines and other operator’s time to update their software and allows us time to fix any errors that may arise with the new routes.

NOTE: These routes will not be on the scopes until Nov 5; however, they will be published on the overhead controller charts.

Five routes directly affect ZBW.

Q220: Used to connect international arrivals to new route structure. Mimics current traffic flow. It can also be connected to legacy routes until full ACR routes are implemented.
**Q430:** J62 replacement and direct overlay. All fixes are retained on the new route.

**Q439:** New route from PQI to BRIGS for PHL arrivals. Mimics current traffic flow.

Dist: All Operational Personnel, OMICs, TMU, FD, Training
**Q450**: Route is for ZNY to feed BDL arrivals, little impact to ZBW

**Q480**: KYLOH and BEEKN added to the route, no other change.
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